ND’s Character, Integrity & Faith Are Being Sold Out!

The Shame of Notre Dame!
This Once Great Catholic University is Catholic No More!

The prestigious University of Notre Dame will soon experience its greatest scandal of all time. This supposedly Catholic school will endorse the extremely pro-abortion president, Barack Obama, by awarding him with an honorary law degree.

In just the last couple of months, Obama has passionately and aggressively promoted scandalous human right atrocities, with his baby-killing agenda. These barbaric policies viciously attack the very foundational moral teachings of the Catholic Church on the sacredness of human life.

What Are Obama’s Horrific Abortion Policies & Plans
1. Obama actually supports performing abortions on babies that are already partially born, (Partial Birth Abortion). In fact, he even goes a step further and actually supports infanticide. You wouldn’t do this to a dog!

2. Obama incredibly purposes that all medical doctors and nurses must perform abortions, despite their own religious values and beliefs. If health care personnel do not cooperate, they may loose their licenses.

3. Obama has overturned the Mexico City Policy which had banned providing abortions in other counties and being paid for with millions of U.S. tax dollars.

4. Obama supports stem cell research, with the stem cells being extracted from the destruction of live human embryos.

5. Obama has repeatedly appointed hard core abortion supporters to his administration. This includes Kansas Governor Kathleen Sebelius, who has close ties to notorious late-term abortionist George Tiller, known as “Tiller the Killer”. Sebelius will head the Department of Health & Human Services.

6. Obama supports the Freedom of Choice Act (FOCA), which would legalize all abortions, for any reason, during the entire nine months of pregnancy. This bill threatens the religious liberty of every Catholic hospital and medical personnel..

7. Obama’s 55 page pro-abortion document, “Advancing Reproductive Rights and Health in a New Administration”, has an incredible $4.5 billion in federal funding for distribution at home and abroad, to “advance reproductive rights”.